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Introduction/Summary: The topographic information 
provided by Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) has 
opened new doors for Titan research by allowing quan-
titative analysis of morphologic form. The three-
dimensional relationships among geomorphic units can 
be used to reveal the history of a landscape and give 
insight into the process interactions that drive its evo-
lution. We exploit this new capability to study Titan’s 
polar landscapes through an examination of the rela-
tionships between lacustrine, fluvial and hillslope mor-
phologies in both the north and south. Preliminary re-
sults suggest that Titan’s polar landscapes have under-
gone a rich history of modification over multiple time-
scales (seasonal, millennial, and geologic).  

 

Evidence for a Changing Landscape: Titan’s polar 
landscape represents a record of both past and current 
climatic/tectonic conditions. The presence of lacustrine 
features, including both small (lakes) and large (seas) 
standing bodies of liquid, implies mechanisms that can 
generate topographic low points at multiple scales. 

These processes can include, but are not limited to, 
tectonic subsidence and sediment loading at large-
scales, and dissolution or solution processes at all 
scales. Similarly, the occurrence of channelized flow 
requires mechanisms that induce concentrated erosion 
into and transport of sediment across a landscape, gen-
erating both erosional and depositional landforms. 
When these processes interact they leave behind mor-
phologic relationships that transcribe the landscape’s 
evolution. While Cassini has directly recorded seasonal 
variation in the south [1,2], longer timescale variations 
must be inferred from relationships among morpholog-
ic units and surrounding topography (e.g., [3]).  

The largest lakes, or seas, in the north, consisting of 
Ligeia, Kraken and Punga Mare, have shorelines that 
include shallow bays with well-developed drowned 
river valleys [4].  Such drowned valleys indicate that 
once well-drained uplands landscapes have become 
swamped by rising fluid levels where sedimentation is 
not keeping pace with the rising relative base level 
associated with lake formation and/or expansion. In 
contrast the largest southern lake, Ontario Lacus, ex-
presses depositional morphologies along its western 
shoreline that include lobate structures interpreted as 
abandoned deltas [5]. The presence of these features 
suggest a net reduction in liquid level.  

At Ligeia Mare, nearby fluvial systems include drain-
age networks that run parallel to the sea shoreline 
(Figure 1A). As the modern slope is perpendicular to 
the shoreline, such an orientation suggests the exist-
ence of a widespread drainage system that predates a 
large-scale, and apparently non-uniform, down-
dropping of topography associated with sea formation. 
As the base level rises, the shores of Ligeia Mare are 
encroaching on this network. In some cases, shoreline 
retreat appears to be erasing topography as evidenced 
by the abrupt termination of large river valleys (Figure 
1B). This erasure raises the possibility of shoreline 
erosion. Elevated terrain near the southeastern border 
of Ligeia also includes potential fluvial patterns that do 
not seem to follow modern topographic gradients.  

In general, polar DTMs reveal a landscape dominated 
by variously shaped closed depressions or valleys bor-
dered by uplands consisting of a series of nearly flat 
steps (Figure 2).  This form suggests a landscape 
shaped by episodic downcutting followed by slope 
retreat. Alternatively, relatively flat lying, variably 
resistant materials are being exhumed by erosion. The-

Figure 1: Polar projections of Ligeia Mare’s southern 
shore from SAR acquired in April 2007. A: Arrow 
emphasizes a drainage network that flows parallel to 
the shoreline.. B: Rectangle outline regions where flu-
vial valleys are abruptly terminated at Ligea’s shore-
line 
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se closed-form depressions lack the outflow channes 
required by fluvial activity, requiring alternative ero-
sional mechanisms. Closed depressions  also appear 
common in the south polar region. 

 

 
Similar morphologic relationships are observed in al-
bedo-dark regions located in the lowest elevations of 
the South Polar Region (Figure 3). These areas suggest 
preserved paleoshorelines of past seas which may have 
once encompassed areas comparable to their northern 
counterparts.  Within these regions we see evidence for 
a pulse of channel incision (due to relative base level 
lowering) that has propagated across what appears to 
be pre-existing and less dissected plain. Nearby chan-
nel systems and the modern topographic slope suggest 
that this plain is sloping away from the advancing net-
work, suggesting a drainage system that pre-dates  
formation of the basin.  

 

 
Lake Formation Mechanisms: While the seas seem 
to have developed in part through expansion into a 

preexisting well drained landscape,  the  lakes, which 
have median diameter (average axis of best-fit ellipse) 
of 77+/-20 km, appear to originate through other pro-
cesses. The formation mechanisms responsible for 
these features are not well understood. Initial analysis 
of topographic data suggests empty lake basins are 
steep-sided and hundreds of meters in depth (Figure 4).  

 

Proposed mechanisms for creating these depressions 
include impact [6], volcanic [7], thermokarst [8]  and 
dissolution/solution [9] processes. However, each of 
the currently proposed mechanisms is faced with sig-
nificant challenges. The irregular shape of many lakes, 
non-stochastic size distribution, and polar concentra-
tion argues against impact and volcanic-based process-
es as being responsible for the majority of observed 
features. Thermokarst, and other periglacial processes, 
are difficult to explain thermodynamically given Ti-
tan’s 95 K surface temperature and low heat flow. The 
karstic dissolution model requires the upper crust to 
contain a substantial amount of material that is soluble 
in liquid hydrocarbon and a topographic setting that 
will create the necessary flow paths. Water ice, which 
is considered the most likely candidate for Titan’s bulk 
crustal composition, is insoluble in liquid hydrocarbon. 
However, solid photolysis products, which blanket 
Titan’s surface over geologic time, are at least partially 
soluble [8]. Solution-based processes require an effi-
cient method of removing residual material. As part of 
our review of lacustrine morphology, each of these 
mechanisms will be discussed in the context of the 
distribution, shape and structure of the observed lakes.  
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Figure 2: DTM of the southwestern shore of Ligeia. 
Note that the elevated terrain is bounded by steep gra-
dients, indicating a stepped erosional landscape. 

Figure 3: Polar projection near (180°W, 81°S). The 
radar-dark feature (right edge) is part of a basin simi-
lar in size and complexity to the northern seas. Red 
tracings emphasize channels flowing into the basin 
suggesting a pulse of incision that has propagated 
across a pre-existing and less dissected plain. Yellow 
tracings emphasize a channel network that suggests a 
gradient sloping away from the basin. 

Figure 4: SAR image (A) and DTM (B) of empty lakes 
observed in Feb. and April 2007. The topographic pro-
files (C) shows that both reach similar depths. 
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